Come Explore Our World!

Put your technical talents to the test in a challenging and rewarding environment. AT&T Labs - Research, one of the premier industrial research laboratories in the world, is looking for select, talented individuals to make a difference in the world of communications.

AT&T Labs - Research is producing leading-edge research in networking, information, and systems, from the invention of new communications concepts and tools to the incubation of new services. With a rich history of leadership across all areas of communications, our researchers continue to produce innovative technology, create new science, and differentiate AT&T’s services and operations in the marketplace.

Networking & Services Research
Networking, along with speech and language technologies, have been central to AT&T’s mission of connecting people for over 100 years. Today, our research encompasses wireless, optical and IP communications, algorithms, speech recognition and generation, natural language understanding, video processing, human-computer interaction and converged services. Our technologies are at the core of innovations used in AT&T’s network and services throughout the world. These applications provide an unmatched volume of data that informs our research.

Information & Software Systems Research
Information and software are at the heart of all communication networks, services and operations. Research areas include statistics, data management, dependable distributed systems, information visualization, fundamental software tools and libraries, artificial intelligence, and communications science. The ability to store huge volumes of data and convert them into useful information in real time is the foundation of our intelligent, customized services and enhances our competitive advantage. Our results are in use today, across AT&T and across the world.

Employment Opportunities
AT&T’s challenging technical problems demand experts in a range of scientific disciplines, including computer science, computer and electrical engineering, statistics, and mathematics. AT&T Labs - Research encourages applications for regular employees and summer interns from all over the world. Our recruiting season is October 1 to April 1. Check out our employment opportunities by visiting www.research.att.com.